
Characters D6 / Bulligh Lac (Corrupt Sabaac Dealer)

Bulligh Lac 

Type: Corrupt Sabaac Dealer 

Height: 1.75m 

Age: 31 

Physical Description: Bulligh has a long, narrow face, and features that are exceedingly angular. He has

jet black hair, dark eyes, and a slim build. When he's on duty he wears an expensive tailored tuxedo, and

on his time off he likes to dress in equally tasteful clothes. When he is working he also wears a virtually

invisibleear piece that allows his pit boss to contact him with potentially important information about the

players he is faced with. 

Background: Bulligh has spent much of his life working in casinos, and for most of that time he dabbled in

cheating in order to make a little extra money on the side. Bulligh was very lucky in his choice of friends.

A frequent gambler named Hemov became a close associate of his. At the time Bulligh didn't know that

Hemov was connected to the Nestor crime syndicate. It was on Hemov's recommendation that Bulligh

was hired by the Lucky Despot Casino. When Bulligh was hired, he was taken aside by his new pit boss

and informed that he would from now on handle special contacts for the Nestors. Whenever someone

who the Nestor syndicate wishes to contact arrives at the casino, they are directed to Bulligh's table.

Bulligh recieves instructions through his earpiece on how to fix the game. The exact outcome of the

game is a code which gives the contact further instructions. Bulligh never pockets any extra cash for

himself anymore, since he is deathly afraid of what the Nestors would do to him if he was discovered

doing so, and also since he is paid so well by the syndicate. Bulligh's biggest secret is that he has figured

out much of the winning code, and therefore he knows much more about the dealings of the Nestors and

their associates than he should. 

Objectives: To make money, and to make sure that nobody realizes that he knows too much. 

A quote: Sabaac! Well played, sir. 

DEX 3D+1 

Blaster: hold out blaster: 4D+2, Dodge: 5D+1, Pickpocket: 6D 

KNOW 3D 

Alien Species 5D, Cultures 5D+1, Streetwise 7D+2, Value 4D+1 

MECH 2D 

PER 4D 

Con 6D+1, Gambling 9D+2, Hide 7D 

STR 2D 

TECH 3D+2 

Computer Programming/Repair: Sabaac skifter chips 7D+1 

Move: 10 

Force Points: 1 

Character Points: 9 
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